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SUBJECT: LEE HARVEY OSWALD rN. 
IS-R-CUBA 

Enclosed for the Bureau are 10 copies of LHM reflecting 

contents of letter furnished to NYO in which the writer purports 

- to have information indicating the assassination of President 

KENNEDY was the’result of a conspiracy. Enclosed for Dallas 

are 2 copies of same LHM. 

The Special Agent, referred to herein as receiving 

the letter, is SA JOHN EDWARD HEGARTY. 

One Xerox copy and one handwritten translation of €e 

Spanish letter is being maintained in NY file. ~ 

NYO indices failed to disclose any information identifiable 

ith (SAUL ROCA, ‘JORGE NAGER WACER or JOHN KELLY] 

In view of the fictitious name and non-existent address 

utilized by the writer of the Spanish letter, no further 

investigation re this letter is contemplated by the NYO at M 
3 i the present time. aN ls 
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